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Exploitation of high capacity and long-life anode materials is essential for the development of lithium-ion

batteries (LIBs) with high energy density. Metal sulfides have shown great potential as anode materials for

LIBs due to their high theoretical specific capacity and excellent electronic properties and therefore they

are considered as excellent candidates for anode materials. However, structural degradation during

cycling and polysulfide dissolution has limited their practical application. In this work, we design a unique

0D/1D heterostructure of carbon coated iron–nickel sulfide nanodots/carbon nanorod through

simultaneous decomposition and sulfidation of a bi-metal organic framework template. The resultant

nanodots/nanorod heterostructure allows for fast ion/electron transport kinetics, suppresses polysulfide

dissolution and ensures structural integrity during the lithiation/delithiation process. Consequently, this

carbon coated iron–nickel sulfide nanodots/carbon nanorod structure exhibits a high specific capacity

(851.3 mA h g�1 at 0.5C after 200 cycles) and an excellent cycling stability (484.7 mA h g�1 after 1000

cycles at a high rate of 4C).
Introduction

The issues of global warming and depletion of fossil fuels have
stimulated the search for clean and renewable energy sources,
such as solar, wind, hydro and tidal energies. Additionally, the
development of new energy storage technologies for sustainable
energy sources has received great attention in recent times.
Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) possess high power and capacity,
making them one of the most prominent and well-developed
energy storage systems. However, commercialized LIBs utilize
a graphite-based anode, which limits the theoretical energy
density and is unable to satisfy the increasing demand for
future high-energy storage applications. To achieve high-
capacity anodes, metal suldes (MSs) have been proposed and
extensively investigated owing to their high theoretical specic
capacity and excellent electronic properties.1–7 However, their
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practical application has been restricted by rapid capacity
fading and low rate performance due to the unstable structure
and unsatisfactory electrochemical reaction kinetics during the
lithiation/delithiation process.8–10 Additionally, the dissolution
of polysuldes (Li2Sn, n $ 2) into the electrolyte would lead to
severe capacity fading.11–14

Considerable efforts have been devoted to addressing the
aforementioned problems. Previous studies have proven that
the reduction of the particle size to the nanoscale could
signicantly increase the Li+ diffusion rate, ensuring a high rate
performance.2,15 Meanwhile, at the nanoscale, the mechanical
strain generated during the repeated Li+ insertion/extraction
process can be well accommodated, thus inhibiting the
pulverization of electrode materials caused by large volume
changes. However, nano-sized particles are prone to aggrega-
tion during cycling, and thus the cycling performance is
limited. The combination of nanoparticles with a carbon matrix
(graphene,16,17 carbon nanotubes,11,18 and carbon nanosheets19)
is an effective strategy to ensure uniform distribution of ultra-
small nanoparticles as well as improve the electron conduc-
tivity. For example, Wang and co-workers reported a unique Co–
Zn–S/C–CNT composite structure, in which Co–Zn–S nano-
particles were uniformly dispersed in the carbon matrix,
exhibiting a high capacity and excellent rate performance.20

Furthermore, embedment of MS active materials into con-
ducting matrices could suppress polysulde dissolution into
the electrolyte, thus extending the cycling life.11,14 Although
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 25625–25631 | 25625
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these approaches are promising for high performance LIBs, the
performance of MS anodes is still unacceptable due to the great
challenges of simultaneously controlling the structure and
properties.

Herein, we design a unique 0D/1D composite of carbon
coated iron–nickel sulde nanodots anchored on carbon
nanorods (denoted as C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR) through the
simultaneous decomposition and suldation of a metal organic
framework (MOF), the glucose wrapped CH4N2S@Fe2Ni MIL-88.
The resulting nanostructure could enable a superior Li+ storage
performance due to several distinct advantages: (1) the ultra-
small FeNi–S nanodots derived from the reaction between the
Fe2Ni MIL-88 and thiourea could greatly shorten the Li+ diffu-
sion length and provide additional electroactive sites; (2) the
carbon nanorod backbone structure can ensure homogeneous
dispersion of the FeNi–S nanodots as well as act as a conducting
framework for efficient electron transport; (3) the thin outer
carbon layer coated on the FeNi–S nanodots could effectively
suppress the aggregation and dissolution of polysulde inter-
mediates during the Li+ storage process. Thus, the designed
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR heterostructure exhibits an ultra-long
cycling stability and excellent rate performance when evalu-
ated as an anode material for LIBs.
Results and discussion

The preparation of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR is schematically illus-
trated in Fig. 1. First, Fe2Ni MIL-88 nanorods were synthesized
via a hydrothermal method from a mixture solution of iron
nitrate, nickel nitrate and 1,4-benzenedicarboxylic acid. The as-
grown Fe2Ni MIL-88 template was then mixed with thiourea,
forming CH4N2S@Fe2Ni MIL-88 composites. Glucose wrapped
CH4N2S@Fe2Ni MIL-88 nanorods were obtained by mixing the
composites with glucose in ethanol solution. When the ob-
tained composite powder is annealed in an Ar atmosphere at
600 �C, the organic ligands in the MOF (MIL-88) backbone are
Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the synthesis of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR
and FeNi–S NPs/CNR.

25626 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 25625–25631
carbonized into carbon nanorods, and the CH4N2S will function
as a sulfur source which reacts with the iron and nickel
elements in theMOF structure. An optimal C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR
heterostructure was nally obtained with a controlled anneal-
ing time of 2 h. For comparison, FeNi–S NPs/CNR was also
synthesized through a synthetic method similar to that of
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR but without the introduction of glucose
into the CH4N2S@Fe2Ni MIL-88 nanorod precursor.

As a structural template, the metal–organic frameworks
(MOFs) of Fe2Ni MIL-88 were synthesized through a hydro-
thermal method according to the reported work,21 exhibiting
a uniform rod-like morphology with an average diameter of 30–
60 nm and a length of approximately 600 nm (Fig. 2a). The
corresponding X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern in Fig. 2c shows
distinct diffraction peaks that are well indexed to the Fe2Ni MIL-
88 phase (JCPDS no. 00-050-1789) and match with previously
reported results, conrming that the as-prepared nanorods are
phase-pure Fe2Ni MIL-88 with high crystallinity. Aer mixing
the Fe2Ni MIL-88 nanorods with thiourea in ethanol solution,
the diameter of the nanorods becomes slightly larger than that
of the pristine sample owing to the thiourea molecular
absorption on the nanorods (Fig. S1a†). The CH4N2S@Fe2Ni
MIL-88 composites were then further coated with a thin layer of
glucose by uniformly mixing them together in ethanol, leading
to uniform wrapping of the nanorods by glucose with the
structural morphology remaining intact (Fig. S1b†). The
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR was obtained aer carbonization and
suldation of the glucose wrapped CH4N2S@Fe2Ni MIL-88
precursor in an Ar atmosphere. Fig. 2b shows the structural
features of the as-prepared C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR and reveals
that the calcination process does not destroy the morphology of
the Fe2Ni MIL-88 nanorods, while the surface adopts a rougher
quality due to the formation of ultra-small FeNi–S nanodots on
the carbon nanorod surface. The corresponding XRD pattern
(Fig. 2d) is in good agreement with the hexagonal FeNi–S
(JCPDS no. 00-050-1789). For comparison, the CH4N2S@Fe2Ni
MIL-88 nanorod precursor was calcined under the same
Fig. 2 SEM images and XRD patterns of the as-synthesized Fe2Ni MIL-
88 nanorods (a and c) and C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR (b and d). Scale bar in
(a and b): 200 nm.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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synthetic conditions without the introduction of glucose,
resulting in the product FeNi–S NPs/CNR. Although the ob-
tained product still possesses a nanorod structure with the
surface decorated by nanoparticles, the particle size is much
larger (around 9–13 nm) with a random distribution (Fig. S2a†).
Additionally, the XRD pattern of FeNi–S NPs/CNR (Fig. S2b†)
can be indexed to FeNi–S (JCPDS no. 00-020-0533). The
comparison between the two products reveals that the addition
of glucose plays a signicant role in controlling the iron–nickel
sulde morphology and phase structure.

In order to investigate the effect of annealing time on the
morphology of the nal product, the glucose wrapped CH4N2-
S@Fe2Ni MIL-88 nanorods were calcined at 600 �C for different
time periods of 1 h and 3 h in Ar. With 1 h of annealing, the
product could retain the nanorod morphology with only a few
nanoparticles on the carbon nanorod surface (Fig. S3a†). As the
annealing time increased to 3 h, the surface of the product
became much rougher due to the complete reaction between
the Fe2Ni MIL-88 and thiourea. Although part of the product
still retained the rod-like morphology, most of the nanorods
aggregated to form a bulk structure, and more aggregation of
the FeNi–S nanoparticles was also observed clearly (Fig. S3b†).
The optimized annealing time of 2 h was proven well.

TEM characterization was conducted to further study the
detailed morphology and structure of the obtained C@FeNi–S
NDs/CNR. The low magnication TEM image of the C@FeNi–S
NDs/CNR clearly shows a rod-like morphology with a diameter
of around 80 nm, and it can be seen that numerous uniform
FeNi–S nanodots are homogeneously distributed on the surface
(Fig. 3a and S4†). The magnied TEM image (Fig. S4b†) illus-
trates that the FeNi–S nanodots are very small (3–6 nm) with
a narrow diameter distribution. It is worth noting that the
nanodots are coated with a thin layer of carbon (1–2 nm) as
Fig. 3 TEM image (a), HRTEM image and indexed SAED pattern (inset)
(b), and elemental mapping images (c–g) of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
shown in Fig. 3b and S4c.† As a comparison, the TEM charac-
terization (Fig. S5a†) shows that the FeNi–S nanoparticles
partially aggregate without the coating of a thin carbon layer,
and the particle size is larger with a diameter of 9–13 nm
(Fig. S5b†). The high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of the
regional C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR in Fig. 3b reveals clear lattice
fringes with the space distances of 0.204 nm, 0.267 nm and
0.298 nm which could be indexed to the (102), (101) and (100)
planes of FeNi-sulde, respectively. The inset of the selected
area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern shows a ring-like
diffraction, suggesting a polycrystalline structure of the
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR. Furthermore, the STEM mode image and
the corresponding elemental mapping (Fig. 3c–g) conrmed the
uniform distribution of C, Fe, Ni and S elements throughout the
carbon nanorod structure.

The carbon content in the C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR nano-
composite was determined by thermal gravimetric analysis
(TGA) with heating in the range of 25 �C to 600 �C under an
oxygen environment (Fig. S6a†). The carbon and FeNi-sulde
were completely oxidized to CO2, presenting a total weight
loss of 51.07%, suggesting that the carbon content in the
composite is 23.3%. Furthermore, Raman analysis was carried
out to investigate the carbon structure of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR
(Fig. S6c†). The Raman spectrum presents two characteristic
peaks located at about 1334 cm�1 and 1591.9 cm�1, which could
be assigned to the D band and the G band of carbon, respec-
tively. The peak intensity ratio between the D band and the G
band (ID/IG) is around 1.11, implying that the carbon in the
composites has an amorphous structure.21 The FeNi–S NPs/CNR
shows a similar Raman feature with an ID/IG ratio of 1.06, which
also suggests that the carbon nanorods were amorphous.

For further analysis of the nanocomposites, XPS was applied
to examine the chemical states of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR. The
survey spectrum in Fig. S7a† shows the characteristic peaks of
Fe, Ni, S, O, and C, indicating the coexistence of these elements
and good agreement with the STEMmapping results. The Fe 2p
spectrum (Fig. S7b†) shows two peaks at 711.2 eV (2p3/2) and
724.4 eV (2p1/2), which proves that the Fe is divalent in the
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR. Furthermore, the Ni 2p spectrum as
shown in Fig. S7c† exhibits two peaks located at 855.8 eV and
863.2 eV, which could be assigned to Ni2+.22 In the S 2p spec-
trum (Fig. S7d†), the peak observed at 163.7 eV is related to S
2p3/2 of the C–S–C covalent bond of the thiophene–S arising
from spin–orbit coupling.23 In addition, the intense peak
located at 168.2 eV can be indexed to oxidized sulfur groups
(–C–SOx–C–, x ¼ 2–4), such as sulfate or sulfonate.24

In order to understand in depth the chemical states of the
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR and FeNi–S NPs/CNR as anode materials,
the X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) technique as a sensitive
local environment tool was used to clarify the electronic struc-
ture of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR compared with that of the FeNi–S
NPs/CNR. The C K-edge spectra of FeNi–S NPs/CNR and
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR are displayed in Fig. 4a to reect the
difference between the two composites, and the reduced
absorption peak of graphitic characteristics at about 284.5 eV
(labeled A) and the increased absorption peak of oxidized
carbon at about 287.7 eV (labeled B) in the C@FeNi NDs/CNR
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 25625–25631 | 25627
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Fig. 4 XAS spectra of the C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR and FeNi–S NPs/CNR: (a) C K-edge; (b) Fe L2,3-edge; (c) Ni L2,3-edge.

Fig. 5 (a) CV curves at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s�1 for the initial four
cycles of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR; (b) galvanostatic charge–discharge
voltage profiles for different cycles at a rate of 0.5C for C@FeNi–S
NDs/CNR; (c) electrochemical performance comparison of capacity
retention and coulombic efficiency between C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR and
FeNi–S NPs/CNR at the rate of 0.5C for 200 cycles; (d) comparison of
rate performance at different current rates; (e) capacity retention of
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR and FeNi–S NPs/CNR at a rate of 4C for 1000
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composite further indicate that the coated carbon layer is
amorphous and bonded to S. The chemical states of Fe and Ni
of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR modied by glucose were investigated
by Fe and Ni L2,3-edge spectra, as shown in Fig. 4b and c. The
L2,3-edge of the 3d transition metals (Fe and Ni) results from the
electronic transition from the 2p level to the unoccupied 3d
states.25 Both Fe and Ni L2,3-edge spectra show Fe2+ and Ni2+

characteristics, respectively, which is consistent with the XPS
results. Compared with those of FeNi NPs/CNR, the increase in
the spectral intensity of the Fe and Ni L-edge indicates more
unoccupied Fe(3d) and Ni(3d) states,26 which clearly means the
chemical interaction between FeNi–S NDs and the carbon thin
lm formed from glucose, possibly promoting the conductivity
of FeNi–S NDs.

The Li+ storage performance of the C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR
composite as the anode material for LIBs was evaluated.
Fig. 5a shows the typical cyclic voltammogram (CV) with a scan
rate of 0.1 mV s�1 in the voltage range of 0.01–3.0 V. In the rst
cathodic scan, there are two small peaks at around 1.71 V and
1.32 V, corresponding to the formation of Li2FeS2 by lithium
insertion and its conversion to Li2S and Fe.27 Another two peaks
at around 0.96 V and 0.77 V can be ascribed to the reduction of
FeNi-sulde to Fe and Ni and the formation of the solid elec-
trolyte interface (SEI) lm on the surface of the electrode.28 In
the anodic sweep, the strong peak at around 1.92 V could be
assigned to the reversible oxidation of metal to metal suldes.
In the subsequent cycles, the cathodic peaks overlap well,
proving the excellent stability of the C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR het-
erostructure. However, FeNi–S NPs/CNR shows a different CV
curve (Fig. S8a†) with a small peak present at 1.70 V, indicating
the pre-lithiation of FeS, followed by a single intense peak at
0.75 V which could be attributed to the formation of a solid
electrolyte interface (SEI) due to electrolyte decomposition. In
addition, a small broad peak appears at about 1.60 V in the
second cycle, which corresponds to the lithiation of metallic Ni.
On the anodic side, Ni and Fe oxidation reactions to NiS and FeS
could be observed at 1.65 V and 2.35 V, respectively. The char-
acteristic peaks in the subsequent CV curves of FeNi–S NPs/CNR
do not overlap well compared to those of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR,
suggesting that FeNi–S NPs/CNR is less stable and susceptible
to capacity fade.
25628 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 25625–25631
Fig. 5b shows the galvanostatic charge–discharge curves of
C@FeNi–S ND/CNR over 200 cycles at a rate of 0.5C within the
voltage range of 0.01–3.0 V. The discharge and charge capacities
in the rst cycle were 905 and 820 mA h g�1, respectively,
leading to a high coulombic efficiency (CE) of 90.61%. This high
initial CE benets from the advantages of the special carbon
coated FeNi–S nanodots/carbon nanorod heterostructure,
ensuring good reversible lithiation/delithiation processes. The
subsequent discharge/charge curves overlap well with the curve
cycles. Voltage range: 0.01–3.0 V vs. Li/Li+.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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in the rst cycle, indicating the excellent reversibility and
structural stability of the C@FeNi–S ND/CNR electrode. In
contrast, the galvanostatic charge–discharge curves of FeNi–S
NPs/CNR composites for different cycles (1st, 2nd, 3rd and 20th)
at a rate of 0.5C (Fig. S8b†) obviously show that the corre-
sponding coulombic efficiency was much lower than that of
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR. Thus, C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR could not only
highly enhance the conductivity by providing a continuous
conductive network, but also effectively mitigate the large
volume expansion due to the carbon coating via the carbon-
ization of the glucose.27,29

Fig. 5c shows the cycling performance of the C@FeNi–S NDs/
CNR and FeNi–S NPs/CNR composites at a rate of 0.5C. The
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR exhibits a high specic capacity of
851.3 mA h g�1 even aer 200 cycles, with 94% retention of the
initial discharge capacity. Moreover, the CE could stabilize at
approximately 99% aer 200 cycles, demonstrating the good
cycling stability of the C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR. In contrast, the
FeNi–S NPs/CNR exhibits fast capacity fading during the rst
few cycles, and only displays a capacity of around 420 mA h g�1

aer 30 cycles, which is much lower than that of the C@FeNi–S
NDs/CNR. The rate capabilities of the C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR and
FeNi–S NPs/CNR were further compared at various rates as
shown in Fig. 5d. It seems that the two materials present close
reversible capacities at low rates (0.1C and 0.2C), but the
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR exhibits much higher capacities than
FeNi–S NPs/CNR at high rates. The specic capacities of the
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR were 801.4 mA h g�1, 696.8 mA h g�1,
624.6 mA h g�1, 582.03 mA h g�1, 498.2 mA h g�1,
382.81 mA h g�1 and 346.09 mA h g�1 at 0.5C, 1C, 2C, 3C, 4C, 5C
and 6C, respectively. More importantly, a high capacity of
820 mA h g�1 can be achieved when the rate returns to 0.1C,
further suggesting the good reversibility of the C@FeNi–S NDs/
CNR anode. However, the specic capacities of the FeNi–S NPs/
CNR were much lower than those of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR. In
addition to high specic capacity and good rate performance,
long cycle life is also a signicant factor for the practical
application, and thus, the long-term cycling performance of the
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR and FeNi–S NPs/CNR was also explored
and compared at a very high rate of 4C (Fig. 5e). For C@FeNi–S
NDs/CNR, a high reversible capacity of 484.7 mA h g�1 can be
obtained at 4C aer 1000 cycles, with a very small capacity fade
rate of 0.04% per cycle. In comparison, FeNi–S NPs/CNR only
had a capacity of 212.1 mA h g�1 aer 1000 cycles. Moreover, the
CE of the C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR remains at nearly 100% during
the 1000 cycles while the CE of FeNi–S NPs/CNR is a little bit
lower, suggesting that the thin carbon layer could ensure
a higher CE value and stabilize the encapsulated metal sulde
nanoparticles. Even at a higher rate of 6C, the C@FeNi–S NDs/
CNR electrode could still display a specic capacity of
361.0 mA h g�1 aer 1000 cycles, without any capacity fading
aer the rst few cycles (Fig. S9†). In order to investigate the
structural stability of the C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR and FeNi–S NPs/
CNR electrodes during Li+ insertion/extraction, TEM images of
the electrode (Fig. S10†) were taken aer 200 cycles at 0.5C. In
contrast to Fig. S10a,† Fig. S10b† reected that the C@FeNi–S
NDs/CNR electrode maintains the rod structure even aer 200
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
cycles and nanodots are clearly observed in Fig. S9b,† revealing
the structural stability of this anode during the cycling process.

In order to understand the reaction mechanism of the
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR during the cycling,30–32 ex situ XRD
measurements of the C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR electrodes were
performed and the XRD patterns are shown in Fig. S11.† In
general, the FeNi–S can be reduced to metals and Li2S during
the discharge process. As presented in XRD patterns, the char-
acteristic peaks in the pristine FeNi–S almost disappear aer
the discharge/charge process, and only a weak iron sulde peak
remained when discharged to 1.5 V; with the discharge process
continuing, the weak iron sulde peak almost disappeared. In
the charge process, the iron sulde peak appears again when
charged to 3.0 V. There are no peaks related to nickel sulde,
suggesting that the reduced Ni metal might have acted as
a buffer matrix during the whole cycling process. Moreover, no
metal peaks were detected from the XRD patterns at various
states, which indicates that the reduced metal was present in an
amorphous state.3,33–35

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of C@FeNi–S
NDs/CNR and FeNi–S NPs/CNR (Fig. S12†) was performed to
analyze their interfacial impedance. As can be seen, all curves
show a semicircle at a high frequency and a short line at a low
frequency, corresponding to the charge-transfer resistance (Rct)
and Warburg impedance, respectively.36–39 The C@FeNi–S NDs/
CNR shows a smaller Rct (65.69 U, obtained from the equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. S13†) and a steeper line compared with its
counterpart (FeNi–S NPs/CNR, 75.19 U), suggesting increased
electrochemical activity and fast Li+ diffusion aer carbon
coating.40–43 This is the main reason that leads to higher
capacity output and lower electrode pulverization during the
charge and discharge process, which coincides well with the
anode performance as shown in Fig. 5c and d. Aer cycling, the
increased diameter of the semicircle and the decreased slope of
the short line for both anodes shown in Fig. S12b† indicate that
the electrochemical activity and Li+ diffusion capability
decreased during the charge/discharge process because of the
structural change. Nevertheless, it is still noteworthy that the
difference of both the Rct and the slope of the line between
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR (183.90U) and FeNi–S NDs/CNR (475.30U)
is further enlarged compared with that of the anodes before
cycling. This situation can be explained as follows. For FeNi–S
NPs/CNR, the size of FeNi–S-NPs increased a lot during cycling
(Fig. S10†), which reduced the electrochemical activity and
prolonged the Li+ diffusion distance, while the size of FeNi–S-
NDs in C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR was maintained well due to the
carbon coating; this further highlighted the important role of
the carbon coating in stabilizing the electrochemical perfor-
mance.36 In contrast to other reported TMS (Transitional Metal
Sulde) based anodes in LIBs as summarized in Table S1,† the
C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR in this work shows the best cycling
performance with high capacity and long cycle life, in partic-
ular, at high rates such as 4C and 6C.

The excellent electrochemical performance of the C@FeNi–S
NDs/CNR, especially the long-cycle stability and high rate
capability, can be attributed to the following factors. First, the
ultra-small FeNi–S NDs (3–6 nm) enable a short diffusion path
J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 25625–25631 | 25629
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length and fast Li+ transport during charge and discharge
process, rendering a high rate performance. Meanwhile, it can
also mitigate mechanical strain and improve the availability of
the anode material during the cycling process. Second, the thin
layer of carbon on the outer surface can not only suppress the
dissolution of polysulde intermediates, but also form inter-
connected conductive paths between the ultra-small nanodots,
ensuring fast electron transfer. Furthermore, the 1D carbon
nanorods could effectively promote the homogeneous disper-
sion of the FeNi–S NDs and serve as a continuous conducting
network, thus avoiding particle aggregation and favoring effi-
cient electron transport. Moreover, the 1D carbon backbone
plays an important role in maintaining structural integrity
during cycling.

Experimental
Synthesis of Fe2Ni MIL-88 nanorods

Fe2Ni MIL-88 nanorods were prepared using a hydrothermal
method according to previous work.44 Typically, 48 mg of
Ni(NO3)2$6H2O, 90.5 mg of FeCl3$6H2O and 83.1 mg of 1,4-
benzenedicarboxylic acid (H2bdc) were mixed in 5 mL dimethyl
formamide (DMF) under vigorous stirring until the color of the
solution became transparent brown-yellow. Subsequently, 2 mL
of NaOH solution (0.2 M) was added to the mixture with another
15 min stirring, resulting in a brown-yellow suspension. Aer-
wards, the suspension was transferred into a 50mL Teon-lined
autoclave and heated at 100 �C for 15 h. Aer cooling to room
temperature, the resulting yellow product was collected by
centrifugation, washed with ethanol several times, and then
dried at 70 �C overnight.

Synthesis of FeNi–S NPs/CNR

In a typical synthesis, 270 mg of Fe2Ni MIL-88 and 320 mg of
CH4N2S were added to 200 mL ethanol under ultrasonication
for 15 min and then stirred for 24 h, followed by evaporating the
ethanol at 60 �C for 12 h. To obtain the FeNi–S NPs/CNR
structure, the CH4N2S@Fe2Ni MIL-88 mixture powder was
heated at 600 �C for 2 h under Ar ow, at a heating rate of
2 �C min�1.

Synthesis of C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR

Typically, stoichiometric ratios of the as-synthesized Fe2Ni MIL-
88 (91.5 mg), N2H4S (108.5 mg) and glucose (60 mg) were mixed
in 40 mL of alcohol and then stirred for 24 h. Aerwards, the
solution was dried at 60 �C for 12 h. To obtain the C@FeNi–S
NDs@CNR structure, the dried powder was heated at 600 �C for
2 h under Ar ow at a heating rate of 2 �C min�1.

Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Zeiss-supra 55 with accel-
eration voltage of 10 kV) and transmission electron microscopy
(TEM, FEI Quanta FRG 200 F, operating at 200 kV) were
employed to characterize the morphology and crystal structure
of the as-prepared nanocomposites. X-ray diffraction (XRD,
Empyrean, Cu Ka) was utilized to investigate the crystalline
25630 | J. Mater. Chem. A, 2017, 5, 25625–25631
phase of the product. Thermogravimetric analysis (Switzerland
TGA1) was used to determine the carbon content in the nano-
composites at a heating rate of 10 �C min�1 in air from room
temperature to 1000 �C. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS,
Kratos AXIS ULTRADLD) was performed to study the chemical
states of the nanocomposites. Raman (Lab RAMHR800) spectra
were recorded to evaluate the carbon structure. Synchrotron
based X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) was performed to
investigate the electronic structure of the samples on the beam
line 20 A at Taiwan Light Source (TLS).

Electrochemical measurements

Electrochemical tests were carried out using CR 2032 coin cells.
The active material, carbon black, and polyvinylidene uoride
(PVDF) binder were mixed in a weight ratio of 70 : 20 : 10.
Aerwards, the slurry was coated on Cu foil and dried at 70 �C
for 12 h under vacuum. The mass loadings of active materials
were about 1.3 mg cm�2. The cells were assembled in an Ar-
lled glove box with Li foil as counter and reference elec-
trodes and a porous polypropylene lm as the separator. The
electrolyte solution was 1 M LiPF6 in a mixture of ethylene
carbonate (EC), diethyl carbonate (DEC) and dimethyl
carbonate (DMC) (1 : 1 : 1 by volume). The galvanostatic
charge–discharge performance was evaluated with a LAND test
system within a voltage range of 0.01–3 V (vs. Li/Li+). Cyclic
voltammetry was performed between 0.01 and 3 V at a scan rate
of 0.1 mV s�1. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
was carried out in the frequency range from 100 000 to 0.01 Hz
with an AC voltage of 5 mV amplitude. The specic capacities
were calculated based on the total weight of carbon and iron–
nickel sulde active materials.

Conclusions

In summary, a unique structure of carbon-coated iron–nickel
sulde nanodots/carbon nanorod (C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR) was
prepared through simultaneous decomposition and suldation
of a bimetallic organic framework template. When evaluated as
an anode material for LIBs, the as-obtained C@FeNi–S NDs/CNR
heterostructure exhibited an exceptional reversible capacity of
851.3 mA h g�1 at 0.5C aer 200 cycles and excellent cycling
stability (484.7 mA h g�1 aer 1000 cycles at a high rate of 4C).
Our work presents an effective way to realize a novel 0D/1D
bimetallic sulde/carbon heterostructure including the merits
of fast ion/electron reaction kinetics, polysulde suppression and
structural integrity, which would shed light on the development
of next-generation LIB-based metal sulde anodes.
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